Over the past two decades the remarkable development of molecular genetics has led to the identification of an increasing number of diseaseassociated genes in the field of neurology. The application of genetics is now an essential part of the diagnostic processes in paediatric and adult neurology. As diagnosis, follow-up and genetic counselling should be offered to all patients and their families, the need for a multidisciplinary approach to optimise these services has become essential.
A multidisciplinary neurogenetic clinic, composed of different specialists, offers, in addition to comprehensive neurological investigations, proper management in genetic diagnosis, genetic counselling, risks' discussion, family screening, prenatal and preimplantation diagnosis and presymptomatic testing. Genetic analysis to confirm the diagnosis can be routinely available for many diseases but genetic testing should always be preceded by careful counselling, especially for prenatal and presymptomatic diagnosis. Some genetic tests for rarer disorders may, however, be available only on a research basis. The patient and his or her family may therefore benefit from participating in international research networks. Nevertheless, genetic counselling should be offered even when genetic analysis is not currently available and genetic risks can sometimes be evaluated on the basis of pedigree analysis.
Genetic investigations in this multidisciplinary effort have also paved the way for a better understanding of the pathophysiology of well-known disorders, for better nosology and novel treatment opportunities. Thus, patients with a proven genetic disorder and their relatives as well as patients presenting with common neurological disorders associated with unusual features such as early onset and/or similar familial history should be referred to specialised neurogenetic teams. Such teams represent a powerful way to improve research and patient management in the field of neurology.
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Expressivity: The same mutation can lead to different levels of disease severity.
Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH): A technique used to identify the presence of specific chromosomes or chromosomal regions through hybridisation (attachment) of fluorescently labelled DNA probes to denatured chromosomal DNA. Examination under fluorescent light detects the presence of the hybridised fluorescent signal (and hence presence of the chromosome material) or absence of the hybridised fluorescent signal (and hence absence of the chromosome material).
Genetic heterogeneity: The production of identical or similar phenotypes by different genetic mechanisms.
Mendelian inheritance: The manner in which genes and traits are passed from parents to their children.The four modes of Mendelian inheritance are autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, X-linked dominant and X-linked recessive.
Non-Mendelian inheritance mode: This is the passing on of a trait in another mode than Mendelian form (e.g. mitochondrial inheritance).
Penetrance: The proportion of individuals with a mutation causing a particular disorder who ex-hibit clinical symptoms of that disorder; a condition (most commonly inherited in an autosomal dominant manner) is said to have complete penetrance if clinical symptoms are present in all individuals who have the disease-causing mutation, and to have reduced or incomplete penetrance if clinical symptoms are not always present in individuals who have the disease-causing mutation.
Phenocopy: A clinical presentation that mimics
Introduction
It is now common knowledge that a high proportion of neurological disorders, of both childhood and adulthood, are genetically determined. For a growing number of these diseases underlying genes have been identified, allowing for genetic testing, and more are constantly coming out of the pipeline. The underlying genetic complexity of these disorders can greatly vary with early onset diseases being mostly monogenic, i.e. determined by variations in a single gene or locus, and relatively rare, whereas the more frequent late-onset diseases often involve multiple genetic and non-genetic factors. Dürr et al. (2005) estimate that as much as one per cent of the adult population might be concerned by these late-onset diseases, most of which are neurodegenerative [1] . Proper diagnosis, follow-up and counselling services should be offered to all patients and their families. The optimal way to achieve this, as has been recognised for some time, is through a multidisciplinary approach. For example, physical and occupational therapy, orthopaedics, pulmonary support and psychiatry have greatly contributed to neuromuscular-disease patients' care. Similarly, whenever a genetic basis is proven or suspected, the neurologist should ensure that the patient and family members with questions about their status and disease evolution or inheritance are given access to proper genetic and psychological counselling.
The current paper aims to present the different aspects, the role and the importance of genetic counselling, its practical implications and to state the general circumstances for a referral for a neurogenetic assessment. Yet, as neurogenetics includes many (genetically and clinically) heterogeneous neuromuscular or neurodegenerative disorders this paper will not be exhaustive.
The field of neurogenetics: from disease to gene … and from gene to diseases If many neurological diseases have been well described for decades, associated with the notion of familial occurrence and inheritability, the underlying causative genes and mutations have been identified only during the past two decades (table 1) . This gene hunt contributed greatly to the field of human genetics [2] , revealing new and unexpected pathogenic mutational processes such as triplet expansion or gene copy number variation (table 2). Since its identification in 1991 gene-specific repeat instability is now known to be the mutational cause of at least 40 distinct neurological, neurodegenerative and neuromuscular diseases [3] . Similarly, phenotypes due to gene duplications (gain of dosage-sensitive genes) are increasingly being identified [2, 4] .
Mendelian form of common neurological disorders
Many common neurological disorders include a small percentage of familial cases in which Mendelian inheritance has been demonstrated and causative genes identified (table 3) . For example, major advances have recently been made in our understanding of the genetic bases of monogenic inherited epilepsies [5] . Progress has been spectacular with respect to several idiopathic epilepsies caused by mutations in genes encoding subunits of ion channels or neurotransmitter receptors. Although these findings concern only a few families and sporadic cases, their potential importance is great because they have helped to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of a wide range of common epileptic disorders. Functional studies of these mutations, while leading to further progress in the neurobiology of the epilepsies, will help to refine genotype-phenotype relations and increase our understanding of their pathophysiology as well as of their responses to antiepileptic drugs.
Genetic heterogeneity
One of the outcomes of the recent genetic breakthroughs is the identification of an increasing number of genes associated with identical clinical entities; Huntington's disease (HD, MIM 143100) or myotonic dystrophy (MIM 160900), for which genetic heterogeneity have been shown, represent good examples of such unexpected complexity. Soon after the gene identification, Andrew et al. (1994) found that 30 of 1,022 persons (2.9%) diagnosed as having Huntington's disease did not have an expanded CAG repeat in the disease range in the HD gene. In at least 4 cases family studies of these phenocopies excluded 4p16.3 as the region responsible for the phenotype [6] . Up to now, several Huntington-like neurodegenerative disorders (HLD) have been described: HLD1 (MIM 603218), a familial prion disease caused by 8 extra octapeptide repeats in the PRNP gene; HLD2 (MIM 606438) caused by an expanded CAG/CTG repeat in the junctophilin-3 (JPH3) gene [7] -implicated in about 30% of HD cases in South Africa [8] -and HLD3 (MIM 604802), which follows a recessive mode of inheritance [9] . Steinert's muscular dystrophy's (DM1 -dystrophia myotonica 1 -MIM 160900) gene identification in 1992 led to the identification of several families in which the CTG expansion in the DMPK gene was absent. This criterion was used to define PROMM (proximal myotonic myopathy, MIM 602668) or DM2. Liquori et al. (2001) reported that DM2 is caused by a CCTG expansion located in intron 1 of the ZNF9 gene [10] .
Clinical heterogeneity
Conversely, mutations in a unique gene are susceptible to give rise to different phenotypes: a striking example is constituted by the lamin A/C gene Table 3 Examples of Mendelian subsets in common neurological disorders.
(LMNA) in which mutations can lead to various phenotypes, including several muscular dystrophies (autosomal dominant and recessive Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, dilated cardiomyopathy with conduction defect 1, autosomal dominant Limb girdle muscular dystrophy type 1B), neuropathies (Charcot-Marie-Tooth [CMT] disorder type 2B1), several partial lipodystrophy syndromes with or without developmental abnormalities and premature ageing [11] .
Neurological disease classification
Genetic data became an essential tool for nosology. For example, the hereditary spastic paraplegias (HSPs) comprise a large group of genetically heterogeneous inherited neurological disorders in which the predominant symptom is lower extremity spastic weakness. Hereditary spastic paraplegia is classified according to the mode of inheritance (autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive and X-linked hereditary spastic paraplegia), the HSP locus when known (designated SPG loci 1 to 30 in order of their discovery) and whether the spastic paraplegia syndrome occurs alone ("uncomplicated HSP") or is accompanied by additional neurological or systemic abnormalities ("complicated HSP") [12] . In the past ten years causative genes or loci for autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxias increased from five to more than twenty [13] .The same observation can be made for CMT hereditary neuropathies for which more than twenty genes or loci have now been identified [14, 15] . Taking together all the preceding elements, it is clear that genetics contributes to a better classification and understanding of neurological disorders: it allows to split lumped sets of similar clinical entities into individual diseases, to specify the mechanisms involved in each specific disorder, to reveal specific clinical features, which may be of great importance for a proper differential neurological diagnosis, and -last but not least -it gives the opportunity to evaluate new therapies [16, 17] .
Genetic counselling in neurogenetics: who, when and why to refer?
A multidisciplinary neurogenetic clinic is composed of neurologists, neuropaediatricians, geneticists, psychiatrists and counsellors. Close interactions between these specialists allow proper management of genetic diagnosis and counselling, prenatal and preimplantation diagnosis, presymptomatic testing, treatment as well as research.
Genetic diagnosis and risks
Genetics is now an essential part of the diagnostic process in neurological practice. In paediatric neurology a high proportion of disorders referred prove to have a primary genetic basis (developmental, neurodegenerative and neuromuscular disorders). In adult neurology the proportion of primary genetic disorders is smaller but still important, particularly for movement, neuromuscular and neurodegenerative disorders. The remarkable development of molecular genetics has led to the identification of an increasing number of diseaseassociated genes. This rapid expansion has made diagnostic procedures increasingly difficult, yet at the same time has often allowed for finer nosological distinctions between very similar clinical entities. Careful analysis of family history and clinical presentation is thus essential for orientation of genetic testing for these genetically heterogeneous disorders.
A gene test can quickly lead to an unambiguous diagnosis. In many cases, unfortunately, it has still no direct impact on treatment, but it does nevertheless provide the significant benefit to put an end to a patient's quest to give a name to his or her suffering. It subsequently allows an informed discussion of the prognosis, potential complications, available treatments or patient management and, last but not least, it facilitates discussions of genetic risk to other family members. When a neurogenetic disorder is evoked but a routine molecular analysis is not yet available, a specialised evaluation through a multidisciplinary team may allow to include a patient in research protocols conducted by large international networks for complex genetic analysis. In these cases results may, however, take a long time to appear, yet there are no better or faster alternatives. It must be kept in mind that most of the genetic tests routinely performed today were unavailable ten to fifteen years ago. It is equally important to remark that effective genetic counselling can be provided even if molecular diagnosis is unavailable. At last, patients must be informed that neurogenetics is quickly evolving and it may be necessary to propose regular multidisciplinary consultations. In the present family the diagnosis of DM1 (Steinert's myotonic dystrophy) was brought to attention through case V-3 who presented with a congenital DM characterised by hypotonia, generalised weakness at birth, respiratory insufficiency and early death. Subsequently, the mother IV-12 was diagnosed with a classic form of DM1 (muscle weakness, myotonia, cataract and cardiac conduction abnormalities). As the recurrence risk for this couple was of 50%, prenatal diagnosis was performed and the foetus V-4 was found to be a carrier of a very large expansion (>1000 CTG repeats) suggestive of a severe congenital form of DM. Subsequently, the pregnancy was terminated. These events triggered family screening and many relatives, III-7, III-8, III-9, were found to be paucisymptomatic carriers (CTG repeats between 50 and 100).
In order to determine if mutation was present in branch A, testing was proposed to a distant and asymptomatic relative II-2, aged 90. She was found to be a carrier of a premutation allele (CTG repeat between 35 and 50). Indi-viduals with CTG expansions in the premutation range have not been reported to have symptoms, but premutation alleles are unstable and therefore children are at increased risk of inheriting a larger repeat size associated with symptoms.
This intergenerational instability of CTG expansion underlies the classical phenomenon of anticipation seen in this pedigree where increasing disease severity and decreasing age of onset occur in successive generations (severe cases in generation V, asymptomatic cases in generation II). As DMPK alleles of CTG length greater than 35 repeats are unstable and may expand in length during meiosis, at-risk offspring may inherit repeat lengths considerably longer than those present in the transmitting parent.
Molecular results of II-2 stresses the importance of broad family screening. Individuals of branch A are now at risk of developing and/or transmitting the DM mutation. Therefore, testing should be proposed to all individuals of generation III.
The importance of family screening in Steinert's disease. goals and their ethical and religious standards, and to act in accordance with that decision; -make the best possible adjustment to the disorder in an affected family member and/or the risk of recurrence of that disorder" [18] .
Genetic counselling occurs after a diagnosis is made or strongly suspected. For single-gene disorders (i.e. disorders due to sequence alterations within a single gene) genetic risks for relatives of an affected individual will be high and family concern may generate referral directly among relatives (healthy or affected). Genetic referral is clearly indicated unless the treating clinician has both the time and experience required for effective genetic counselling. Family trees need to be reconstructed, and families can often be large, requiring extensive genetic screening ( fig. 1 ). Understanding the multiple facets of an inherited disease may necessitate lengthy discussions with the patients or consulting family members. Inheritance patterns may make it far from obvious which family members are at risk. Risk estimates may be affected by age-related penetrance, genetic heterogeneity ( fig. 2 ) and non-Mendelian inheritance mode (e.g. mitochondrial), all of which are issues with which ge-neticists are familiar. Genetic clinics are structured to allow the considerable time needed to listen and resolve the concerns of those attending such consultations as well as to transmit often complex information. These consultations are thus frequently fairly time consuming. Time constraints associated with private practice may be incompatible with this specific type of counselling.
The duty to inform
Genetic conditions are often multigenerational family health problems. A diagnosis in one family member can have many implications for his or her relatives. A genetic consultation or test may also elicit information on the health status of other relatives. Just as there are ethical responsibilities for the doctor concerning privacy and confidentiality of the individual, so there are obligations to prevent harm or avoid seriously jeopardising the health of others (the duty of care). Patients have also responsibilities and obligations. They need to appreciate the shared nature of genetic information within families (i.e. family members are at increased risk to manifest the same disease) and should consider what the information on their own status may mean for their relatives. Geographic distance or discord in families may lead to difficulties in revealing genetic test results that may be important for other family members. Counselling before testing is essential to discuss all these aspects. It is to notice that family members may frequently be referred to a neurogenetic consultation by the referring patient him-/herself or by another neurogenetic team when the index case lives far from his/her family. Referral can also sometimes be made directly by a blood relative who is seeking medical information via the internet. This underlies the interest for the neurogenetic teams to be referenced in specialised electronic databases dedicated to rare diseases like ORPHANET in Europe (www.orpha.net/). In Switzerland art. 19 of the Federal Law on Human Genetic Analysis (October 2004) states that physicians cannot inform relatives about a genetic test without the patient's agreement [19] . The patient's confidentiality can exceptionally be breached (art. 321 Code Pénal Suisse) if there is a danger for the relatives; in this case the physician has to obtain the written approbation of the superior authority [20] (e.g. the well-known situation of an individual diagnosed with a genetic disorder who refuses to inform a relative who is pregnant and at risk of transmitting a severe congenital condition). 
Figure 2
Individual II-2 was seen in the clinic for genetic counselling regarding family history of myotonic dystrophy. II-1 is pregnant (13 weeks of gestation) and otherwise healthy. Her mother I-2 has been diagnosed with myotonic dystrophy, however, recent genetic testing of DMPK showed two normal alleles excluding the diagnosis of DM1. We therefore sent DNA for molecular analysis of ZNF9 (DM2 or PROMM). The time frame for obtaining results is undetermined. Given the absence of congenital or paediatric form of DM2, prenatal testing has not been reported yet. The majority of patients with myotonic dystrophy have either DM1 or DM2; however, there is evidence for the involvement of additional genes. Given the absence of a clear and unambiguous diagnosis in this case, prenatal testing is unfortunately not yet available.
The importance of genetic testing in myotonic distrophy.
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Prenatal and preimplantation diagnosis
Reproductive planning is often a major concern for patients diagnosed with genetic disorders and in all circumstances the patients should be referred to a geneticist for a detailed discussion of reproductive risks and options before pregnancy. Geneticist and genetic counsellors are trained to be "non-directive" in all situations; thus during counselling they present an increasingly wide array of reproductive options to patients without suggesting that one or another option is either "correct" or "the best one".
Prenatal diagnosis (PND) is the diagnosis of disease or condition in a foetus or embryo before birth. If the precise genetic anomaly is known, it can be searched for in the foetus by choriocentesis or amniocentesis at 11 or 16 weeks of gestation respectively. Having identified that a foetus is abnormal, allows parents and physicians to anticipate any health needs or treatment if these are available, or to discuss the termination of the pregnancy in the case of a severe disease affecting the child. The Swiss law (art. 119 Code Pénal Suisse) does not punish the abortion after twelve weeks of gestation, provided that the doctor believes that the "physical integrity" of the woman will be threatened or that she will face "profound distress" should the pregnancy be allowed to continue to term [21] .The danger to the woman must be shown to increase as pregnancy advances. The limit for a therapeutic abortion is not defined by the law but a consensus permits it until 24 weeks of gestation. In fact the law is voluntarily flexible and there are no criteria to determine in which situation PND should be offered (but it must be considered for all situations). PND is usually offered for foetuses at high risk of developing severe diseases with childhood onset and no satisfying treatment available. PND is controversial for adult-onset diseases, with variable clinical expressivity, for which adequate treatment may become available when these foetuses will have grown into adults. For example, PND is commonly practiced for foetuses at risk for Duchenne's muscular dystrophy (DMD), myotonic dystrophy or spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). It is discussed and subject to debate for diseases such as Huntington's disease, CMT, neurofibromatosis or familial spastic paraplegias.
Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is a very early form of PND that consists of testing one cell removed from early embryos conceived by in vitro fertilisation and transferring to the mother's uterus only those embryos determined not to have inherited the genetic anomaly. Its main advantage is avoiding selective pregnancy termination.
PGD combines recent advances in genetics and reproductive medicine. The process starts with a basic IVF (in vitro fertilisation). When the embryo is at the 6-to 10-cell stage (day 3), 1-2 cells are removed and tested using either polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) techniques, depending on which disease is suspected. The unaffected embryos are then transferred into the mother's uterus. Usually, 2-4 embryos are transferred.
PGD is available for three broad categories including: -single-gene disorders for which testing is available: e.g. cystic fibrosis, SMA, HD or DM1; -chromosomal abnormalities, including translocations; -serious sex-linked conditions where it is not yet possible to test for the specific genetic mutation (either because the aetiologic mutation is not known or because of technical limitations) such as DMD or X-linked mental retardation. PGD seems to be the appropriate answer for late-onset and/or phenotypically variable disorders for which prenatal testing is controversial (or less accepted); however, there are serious limitations and the procedure is complex. Currently, the clinical pregnancy rate per embryo transfer procedure is only about 22% [22] .
PGD is authorised under specific conditions and realised in several European countries such as France, Spain, Belgium and the United Kingdom. It is forbidden in Switzerland since 2001 by the law "sur la procréation médicalement assistée" [23] but the situation may soon change. The 13th of December 2005, the Conseil des Etats accepted to reconsider authorising PGD. The Conseil Fédéral should now prepare a project in order to lift the prohibition of PGD, and genetic centres are already preparing themselves to offer this service to the patients afflicted with or transmitting severe genetics diseases.
Presymptomatic genetic testing
Presymptomatic testing implies the determination of a person's genetic predisposition for a specific disease before any symptom for that particular disease is manifest. It thus provides information about an individual's future [24] . Presymptomatic testing can be and is performed for an increasing number of neurodegenerative disorders. In some situations early determination of an individual's risk for a neurodegenerative disease provides grounds for specific surveillance, adequate followup and identification of other at-risk relatives. However, in the field of neurogenetics genetic breakthroughs currently out-run the ability to provide effective treatment or even management for most of these conditions [25] . When a genetic test holds little or no clinical benefit, one ought to carefully explore, before suggesting such a test, what other advantages could emerge from it. In fact, clarifying a genetic status may hold benefits in terms of self-knowledge and life planning [26] .
Receiving the news that one will develop a serious disease is a life-changing event and therefore specific protocols have been established in order to support individuals seeking presymptomatic testing (cf. in this issue the article: Implications of predictive testing in neurodegenerative disorders). Protocols that have been inspired by the management of Huntington's disease are commonly used in most of the centres that offer presymptomatic testing. Presymptomatic protocols in situations where prevention and/or treatment are available like hereditary cancers differ in several points from those for untreatable disorders. The most important difference concerns presymptomatic testing in children. It is important to stress that such tests can be performed on children when actions to prevent the disease are available and when the treatment needs to begin in childhood [27] . For an adult-onset condition the option to be tested should be left to the children's own discretion once they are able to make an informed decision, usually after the age of 18 [28] .
Treatment and research
With the sequencing of the human genome and the concomitant understanding of genotype-phenotype relationships increasing attention has been paid to applying this knowledge to the development of new treatments for these inherited diseases. Strategies such as metabolic manipulation and protein augmentation have been remarkably successful in treating genetic diseases. In the example of Fabry's disease, a multisystemic disorder resulting from deficient activity of the enzyme α-galactosidase and progressive lysosomal deposition of globotriaosylceramide (GL-3) in cells throughout the body, enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) should be initiated as early as possible [29] . In the case of Huntington's disease cell therapy shows promising perspectives: trials of foetal neuronal transplants have shown to provide several years of stability in HD patients but not a permanent cure for the disease [30] . In general, the real therapeutic breakthroughs for hereditary disorders will depend on the development of "genetic medi-cine". The latter includes among others therapies centred on transferring genetic material to correct or compensate for an abnormal phenotype associated with a particular genotype or, possibly more importantly, those based on a thorough understanding of the pathophysiology and allowing to bypass the primary deficit. Despite their efficacy in treating experimental models, applying these therapeutic strategies successfully in the clinic remains a gigantic challenge. Very few accepted treatments are currently available for inherited disorders. However, this situation is likely to progressively improve considering the large number of clinical trials undertaken worldwide.
While for the patient and doctor faced with the reality of a genetic disease today, for most of which treatments are not yet available, the benefits stemming from the growth of conventional treatments and the impact of symptomatic management on quality of life and life expectancy of patients should not be ignored [31] . Moreover, understanding and properly addressing the mechanism of a genetic disease is today tactically more useful to circumvent the problem than replacing of the mutant gene.An example is idebenone, effective at controlling cardiac hypertrophy in patients with Friedreich's ataxia by protecting the iron sulphur centres of the respiratory chain against oxidative stress caused by the absence of frataxin [32, 33] .
All patients have the right to a diagnosis and a doctor should never be satisfied with an unproven and unclear diagnosis. Undiagnosed patients should be included in cohorts and benefit from ongoing efforts conducted by large networks such as SPATAX (standing for spastic paraplegia and cerebellar ataxia; www.orpha.net/nestasso/ SPATAX/SPATAX2.html).These international networks work on genetic aspects of specific disorders, serve as reference centres for these diseases and can include new patients in their research protocols.
Conclusion
Neurogenetic teams have emerged driven by knowledge gained at the molecular, cellular and physiological levels. In the clinic a practical application is DNA testing, which includes many scenarios like diagnostic DNA testing, PND and PGD and predictive DNA testing. Multidisciplinary approaches are essential to ensure optimal care of the patients and their families. It is thus essential to refer all patients in whom neurological symptomatology evokes a genetic basis to a neurogenetic team, including patients presenting with common neurological disorders associated with unusual features like early age at onset and/or relatives presenting similar previous clinical history. If the neurological diagnosis can sometimes be easily established, personal and familial implications have to be carefully explained to the patient prior to genetic testing. Genetic counselling has to be offered even when genetic analysis is not currently available to confirm the diagnosis. Genetic risks can be evaluated on the basis of genealogical tree and familial disease distribution. Moreover, genetic analysis could sometimes be available in distant research laboratories and the patient and her or his family could benefit from participating in research networks through a multidisciplinary neurogenetic team. Such teams represent a powerful way to improve research and patient management in the field of neurology.
